T

hrow out conventional thinking. Trade looking at the stock expressions in berglass for
something entirely fresh. Exchange outgoing invitations to join you with incoming inquires
about when the next session starts. Stop working so hard, enjoy something with elegant

engineering that’s easier to use and a fun factor that’s impossible to match. Anthem, it’s what you want.

10 Great Reasons To Choose Anthem.

Reason #1

— Sport Ramp™ —

A

nthem’s patent pending powered Sport
Ramp™ with 1000 pound capacity
reinvents bow access. Boarding from the

beach, trailer and water has never been easier. It’s
a loading ramp, a swim platform and gateway.
Want more? How about a 3 step stainless
telescoping ladder integrated into the Sport Ramp
so everyone from 6 to 96 can board smartly.
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— Aura Concept™ —
top boating in a cocoon. Anthem’s wide
open, patent pending Aura Concept™ is free

owing from bow to stern. Huge transom
and bow loungers, moveable jump seats, broad
cockpit seating are all accessible from the bow,
both sides and transom. Enjoy the entire boat
e ortlessly. Relish a new boating experience with
your family and friends without climbing over
anything.
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Reason #2

Reason #3

— V 3 Ballast System™ —

L

ike wake sports? Anthem’s patent pending
V3 Ballast System™ takes on 3600 pounds

of ballast in about 3 minutes without any
pumps, water valves or complex plumbing. The
most advanced system available today, it’s also the
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most eco friendly. Controlled with one touch on
the dash, tweak the wakes in nitely to each rider’s
liking for sur ng and all wake sports.
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Reason #4

— Aluminum Advantage —

o berglass boat owner will ever say,

“Hang on while I drive this on the rocky
beach.” But you can with Anthem. And
forget about waxing and time consuming hull
maintenance drudgery. Intended to last 100+
years, Anthem’s hull is 100% recyclable with a more
environmentally friendly manufacturing process.
Anthem’s aircra grade, heavy gauge aluminum
hull is designed to withstand the most rigorous
conditions with minimal care. Anthem is more fun,
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less maintenance.

Reason #5
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— Unrivaled Versatility —
ontoon owners wish their boats could do
more. Tow sports boat owners wish their

layouts were more user friendly. Anthem
blends both perfectly. Enjoy the performance of a
purebred V drive inboard tow sports boat while
riding and enjoying life in comfort and inviting
style. Creating a new boating category, Anthem’s
sur ng, wakeboarding, tubing and skiing pedigree
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merges with a level of pleasure, plushness and
natural ergonomics like nothing else.

Reason #6

— Mil Spec Construction —

F

ully designed in CAD and proven in CFD,
Anthem conforms to Mil Spec standards.

AnthemTactical Sport Boats™ are built to ISO
and ABYC norms incorporating the most stringent
processes and materials speci cations. Over 150
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laser cut alloy parts are welded inside and out,
comprising over 800 man hours in each Anthem,
thus each extraordinary boat is a work of art.

Reason #7
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— Pro Cockpit —

h the helm! Custom driver seat with
swing up arm rests, vertical, fore/a

adjustment and bolster. Thruster. Digital
shi and throttle. Dual glove boxes, tilt wheel and
premium steering system. 12” touch screen with
full engine management, navigation, surf/ballast
controls, digital switches and Zero O . RGB
lighting and superb bluetooth stereo with over
1500 watts of power. Check, check, check. You
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get idea, Anthem’s helm set up is done right.

Reason #8

— Easiest Access —

W

ith Anthem every day on the water is

exceptional. Side doors, a Sport
Ramp™ and low transom step makes
entry and egress easier than any other boat. Swim
rails plus bow and transom swim platforms create
your best swimming and lake experience.
Although easy to maneuver, load and dock, the
Shipyard Rub Rails protect your Anthem peerlessly.

Reason #9
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— Top Performance —
erformance is deeply embedded in
Anthem’s DNA. With a near 40 mph top
end, Anthem’s proprietary hull design

delivers a smooth ride in rough water and de ly
maneuvers around the marina. Featuring PCM’s
latest V drive technology with 1:72 ratio
transmission, surf devices, center tab, Zero O and
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thruster, all with one nger controls, deliver an
advanced, pro set up.

Reason #10

A

— Innovation Wrapped In Art —
nthem is designed for the purist, devours

the skeptic, wins over the crowd.
Everything in the right place with the right
look. Transom board storage, easy engine access,
fast fold tower, touch points to please every
member of your water sports tribe. Anthem is
di erent and intended to be so. Slapping
sameness in the face, Anthem is for those who
value versatility, appreciate exceptional
engineering and seek to entertain sport and
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relaxation at the highest levels.

www.anthem.am • info@anthem.am • 952-226-6900

